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In terms of how you can search and how
media is processed, modern knowledge
systems are a bit out of date.

We are all spoiled by Google semantic
search and suffer when we need to search
corporate systems.
Most of today's information is presented in
the form of webcast records, which cannot
be found on the corporate network at all.



Let's create a system that enables us to
store that media content in a searchable
format and incorporate the cutting-edge
semantic search that the combination of
Cohere and Quadrant services offers. Then
we can extend our capabilities by having
the ability to answer questions using this
knowledge.



is a next-generation corporate
knowledge management tool that offers
semantic search capabilities using open-source
technology. It addresses the limitations of
existing systems by providing efficient and
accurate search results, making knowledge more
accessible to employees.



• All types of companies which have lots of
meetings and sessions

• To store company information about all
videos in one place

• To allow people with disabilities (deaf
people) have the same access to videos
(as it highlight the exact moment on the
video in while it runs).

For example: lablab.ai could transcript their
twitch live streams with joan.holloway also to
create a beautiful wiki pages for hackathon,
which could simplify people to watch and read
it simultaneously



From a business perspective, that is quite an 
attractive market. According to 

the global market for knowledge management is 
estimated at $569.6 billion in the year 2022 with 
a GAGR of 19.8%. 



• To add Whisper API to automate speech-
to-text so all could try to transcript their
videos and store it in their wiki pages

• To create a simple SaaS website for
joan.holloway

• Also it is possible to add ChatGPT API so it
could sum up all video information and also
answer some type of questions


